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INTROmJCTORY 
I 

1. I have &me to Lake Success at this time for a number of reasons: 

(a) a vital stage has been reached in'the Palestine situation, owing to 
the refusal of‘ona of the parties, thus &r, t6 prolong the truce; 

(b) the S&&ity Council is entitled to a fuller acquaintance with so 
.effort,s and'ob$&ives than I have been able to convey by.my cabled, : 
reports; and (c) partic*ularly because of my view that prompt and effective 

intervention by the Security Council n&w could well be the decisive faCtOr 

in the solution of the problem. 
2. I took up my responsibilities as United Nations Mediator on Palestine 

on 21 May 1948, under the authority of the resolution .&opted by the , 
General 'Assembly tit its one hundred and thirty-fifth meeting on 

14 lay 1948.' This resolution empowered the Mediator, in using his good 
offices with local and community authorities in Palestine, and in 
co-operation itith the ‘Truce ConmxLssiod for Palestine, to "(1) arrange for 

the operation of common services necessary to the safety end well-being 
of the population of Palestine'; (ii) assure the protection of the Ho4 

Places, religious bu%Ungs and oit;ea in Ptrloatino; (iii) promote e peaceful 

adjustme& of the future situation of Palestine". In the ezercise'of, 
theae functions; and with a view 6 promoting the welfare of Palestine's 

inhabitants, the Mediator was also authorised, in his di.scretlon, to Invite 

the.as&stance and co-operation of appropriate special&ed agencies of.. 
the Utiited Nations and of other govarnmental and non-governmental , 

humaait~iFSl and Mn-political. Organizations. 
3. The Mediator was directed by paragraph 3 (II) of the resolution of 
the General Assembly "to conform in his activitfes wit& the povisloqs, 

of the resolution, and with such instructions as the General Assembly . 

or the Security Council ma$ issuel'. 'This statement of his broad terms 
of reference together with the enumeration of his functions in 

paragraph 1 (II) of the resolution, constitute the only deffnition of the 
scope of the Mediator's responsibilities and the approach to the 

problem which he is at liberty to make. 
14. At the time 
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4. At the time of my acceptance of the position of Mediator, and upon 

my arrival in Cairo on 28 May to undertake the initial effort at 
mediation, the armed conflict between Arab and Jews in Palestine had 

attained such rapid momentum following the termination of the Nandate 
on 15 May that a fighting war was well, underway, involving the seven 

Arab states on the one h&d, 'a& the'Jewl&Government on the other. 

Armies of the two conte&nts were engaged on E number of fronts 
throughout Palestine, within the limitations of the personnel, equipment 
and military supplies at their command. Air raids on populous sreas and 

str&egic points were a daily o&.xBT&&. Fighting in Jerusalem was 
particularly intense and destructive; At this time, there was neither 

a truce nor's resoSutzl.on d&&ing a &uce, although Part I of the 
" J 

General Assembly'resolution of 14 May had affirmed support of the . 
Security Co&ilts efforts to secure E t&e in~Pales+hne, end had,, ,, 
called for the co-operation of all parties concerned in making a truce 

eifkive. 'The Mediation effort,'therefore, had to begin in the, $d& 

of active warfare. I 
5. At its &ree hundred and tenth meeting on 29 Nay, however, the _ . . 
Security Council adopted ti resolution calling upon "all Governme&a'&d 
authorities concerned to order a cessation of all acts of &mea . 
force for a period of four weeks'. This resolution called up& these 

Governments end authorities to undertake au&g the'ceaseifire not to 
lnfroduck nfi&.&ing peroonnel" into Palestine or into the seven Arab '. 
countries; "should men of military age be introduced into countries or 

territories under their control , . . . not to mobilise or submit them to . . 
military training ;.:I'* , and not to import br export war material i&o . 

or to Palestine and the seven Arab countries. Every possible.measure 
for the protection of the Holy Places and of the City of ierusalem, '- 

including access‘ h& &-poses of worship,'wes to bc taken. 
"in concert with the !&ce Commission", 

', 
The Mediator,, 

was instructed to "suFervise the' 
: 

observance . .2 of the provisions of this truce, and a sufficient nynber 

of military observers was to be provided for this purpose. 
!P?B TIE'JJCE &WRT 

6, On 2 June, the President of the Security Council notified the ,. 
Mediator by cable to Cabo, that both Arab and. Jewish 

3 

authorities had accepted unconditionally the Security Council"~ 

/truce resolution . 4. 
I I * , . . 
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truce resolution of 23 May, and in pursuance of the action of the 

Security Council at its three hundrsd and cluventh meting on 2 me, 

instructed the Mediator, iil oonsultation with the two pcrtiee and 

the Tnme Commiseion, to fix the effective date for the cease-fim 

in a8 short a period as possible. I embarked imediately cm negotiations 

with the two parties reepectlw the effective date of the truce. It 

becexne qtiokly sppemnt, howaver, that the two parties did list regard 

aa unconditional their rwmxuea to the Security Council~e resolution .- 
of 29 May, and that their interpretation Of certain cleuees of the 

resolution were so divergent ae to make it quite impossible to fix a 

date for the cease-fire until major dlf’ferences were bridged. As 

indicated in my cable of 4 June to the Resident of the Security Council 

(document s/823) the difficulty revolved around the precise interpretation 

to be given to the phraeee in t&e firet tpro action clauses of the 29 May 

resolution relating to fight* personnel and the introduction of men of 

military age, and particularly the latter, In respnse to my inquiry 

of 4 June, the President of the Security Council inf’ormed me in his 

message of 7 June, that the intent of the 29 May resolution wa6 to “bring 
about a cessation of hostilities in Peleetine without pre,)udice to the 

rights, cle.ims end position of either Arabs or Jaws”, and to do so in 

such manner as to ensure that no military advantage would Dccrue to either 

side aa a result of the tntce. The question of food, water and other 

eeeential supplies for besieged Jerusskm presented a further obstacle. 

7. In my consultations with the two partiee on 3, 4, 5 and 6 June, I 

emphaeized that the basic principle underlying both the letter and 

spirit of the truce must be that no military advantage should accrue to 

either side as a result of the truce. In the course of these 

consultations, I pledged that in the discherge of my new responsibility 

for ~upervlsing the observance of the truce I would bend every effort 

t0 ensure that no such advantage would accrue to either side RS 8 restit 

Of ite application. I made It quite clear to both perties, however, 

that it Would be izeviteble that relatively minor incidents would OCCUF, 

and that neither the observers nor I would have any Fewer to pevent 

RlV violation of the terms of the truce agreement. WiXlfriL infractions 

observed would be dealt with on the sFot by the &servers, whore possible, 

and otherwise would be resorted to the Security Council, 

/8. Diff icultiee 



8. Difficulties of commnicstion with, and acceos to, JIWLU&~III tmler 

m-1’ conditions, and the urmncy of the time factor, made it impossible for 

ae to consult as fully trith the Truce Commiseion in connection with these 

NCotiations as I would othenslse have desired. Within the limitations 
Of mcortain and at times ttidtiy non-existent conU!Imication, I kept . 
tho Comisoion in;Comed of the progress of the truce discussions and 

received from the Cornmission full assurances of their support for nly 

efforto, 

9. Following the conclueion of the intensive consultations with the 

representatives of the two parties of 3, 4, 5 and 6 Jme, I decided that 

oince ei@t governments were involved, and since it was impossible to Set 

their representatives around a commn Cable, there could be no practical 

possibility of negotiating a detailed agreement within any reasonable 

period of time. I therefore resolved to submit to the parties my own 

draft of the terms of the truce, which would be in conformity with the 

obvious intent of the truce resolution, while takings fullest possible 

accost of the vietm of the two parties, I also felt that in view of the 

express desire of the Security Council that the truce should become 

promptly effective. it was necessary to request the parties to accept the 

proposal without conditions and by a fixed date and hour. 

10, The effective date for the cease-fire and truce was set at BidBY 

11 June,1348, at six o’oclock in the morning G.M.T. As to the disputed 

clauses of the Security Council resolution, I had to make interpretations 

which appeared to rze to be at once consistent with the intent of the 

resolution, and equitable in the light of all the circUmSta.mesa &’ 

interpretation ,las tnnt no fighting personnel could be introduced into 

?alestine or m .2rab country during the period of the truce, aal thi.3 

included aqy one belong- to a military unit or bearinS arms. Reeardiw the 

entry of men of militmy &Se, my interpretation was that the resolution 

did not prohibit &migration nor did it appear to place aqy complete and 

positive ban on the irrclusion of men of militWJ aSe in such im&rationm 

iievemeless, it m,s a fact that immigrztion, especially to the Jewish ‘. 

area of Palestbe, could t&e place before the truce onl;t under the 

risks of 7m. ~8 entrJ i;lco the Jmish area of large numbers Of men 

of dlitar~ age tier ti- im.mitJ from ttzr risk provided by the truce, 

would, in w vier:, create a situation in which the truce would work to 

the znilitar~ adve,?ttaCe of one side. On the other hand, it ms also 

true that before the truce the Je:nsh Government was in Position. to 

/&lit 

- 
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admit into Palestine as maqv itigrents, and of such age and sex 
categories, as could manage to come to its shores under such war risks 
as existed. 
11. The fntercyJretati0n incorporated in the truce agreement proposal, 
therefore, was motivated by the objective that no military advantkge 

should accrue to either side. !&is formulation permItted free _ 
immigration of women and children and of men under or above the age- 

group 18 to 45, subject only-to the necessity of being chec!eed on 
e&x-y for verification of age and sex by the U&ted Nations Obs&vers. 

The nu&ber of men of military age who'might be admitted, however, 

was left to the discretion of the Kesdiator,'with the pZV7ision that 
. . 

in any case these llould be limited in number end would be kept in non- 

militsry camps under the surveiJJ.ance of WLted'Nations Gbservers 

during the perioa of the truce. lh determining the tot& of the limited 

number of men of military age to be admitted, consideration would be 
e;iven t0 tfie total amount of imnigration tmdertdsen during the truce, 

ad to the question 09 whether there TJollld be a nmmd age and sex 
i I d%stribtiLon in the LmmLgrant groups as against an abnormal selectivity, 

'13. 5 resolution of the Security'Council made no reference to'tlle 

Problem of supply%ng food, water snd other essential smiles to 

the beles&ercd Jetish population of Jerusalem during the period of 
*he iruce. The main supply rout+s for.Jerusalem iere controlled by 

Areli forces. Sh&-tl~ before the truce beg&, Jewish forces had been 

able to open an emergency supply route to Jerusalemby meaS of a 
rougk detour ~tithzin the JewLsh lines, but its possibilities for suppti 

were &ted. I@ Interpretation was that if no 'food water and 

other supplies were permitted to go through.to the besieged I.. 
Jewish ci&I&a oopu,IatTon and military forces of Jerusalem during 
the period of the truce, this would work to the distinct &lLtary 
advent;age of the'&abs, Since the Jewish food reserves would be 

depleted during the four-week perLod & the %rJce itself would thus 
be employed as au tistrument for st&Lng out an opponsnt. On the 

other bend, if food, water and other essential supFlies were 
Termitted to flo~r'i&o the City freely during the truce sufficient 

resemes tzould be stored w  which would restiLL in sn tiproved 
Jerrlsh position at *%e ena of the four weeks. In consequence, the 

m0st equitable solution seemed to be one which wou3.d. permit essential 

s-glies to flow, but only in such carefUlly controlled quantitieS as 
to ensure that reserve stocks would be either substantially greater nor 

/less 
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less at the end of thi2 t&ice -‘, an at its beginning. !l!his wm.iI.d 

invol’ve escorted conydys, check-points and fixed quotas. 

3.3. The truce proposals were accepted unconditionally by both parties 

on 9 June. !i’h.ere ms no gxeat enthusiasm for the truce on,either 

side, however, e~ld each side expressed the fear that it would mrk to the 

advzatage of 'the other. AD important factor ia the favourable conClU3iOn 

of the negotiations was provided by the firm assursmes which I gave ta 

both sides that the t8rms of the truce would be supervised thoxoughly 

and feir3y. The ferns of the truce ad its ef?ective date snd hour lJere 

accepted simultaneously, l3sti.i the acceptsnces arrived on 9 June, all 

vfthin two hours of the deadline, I could not be certain that there mtid 

adm?J.ly be. a truce, and consequently could mke no firm contmitments for 

the supervision of a truce. F Security Council resolution of 29 Nay 

bad kdicated that the Mediator and the !Cruce Conmission would be “provided 

xtth .suTficient number of miUtary obsemers” for the supervision of the : : 

truce. In anticipation of the possibility that the truce might go into 1 

effect and Observers would be needed on very short notice, I referred to ‘i-d 
the possible need for Observers ti i&‘orm&L approaches ftist to the ‘. 

representatives of the Britisfi,'French, Soviet and &i-ted States diplomatic : 

missions in Cairo, sad later .&so to the Belgians. !l!hls 17as t3one within *I' 

two or three days immediately following the twenty-ninth of l&y. I could ,: 

indicate only the approximgte rmnber of Observers who wmiLd be needed* I 

also informed the Secretmy-Generalof this possible need. I reslized that ‘( 

ip the truce were accepted it might quickly break down unless the system of : 
supervision could be effectively applied’ from the very begi-. Three of .’ ,‘:, 

the diplomatic relrresentatives with t7hor1.1 I spoke in Cairo remsented states i 

which held menibership OP the !Pruce Commission at the invitation of the ‘11 
SecurLty Council. I was subsequently informed t&at these. three states tmtid' " 

be willing to potide an adequate number of Cbservers, and I asked that ehey ,- : 

be sent to Cairo although at the time I could give no asstEcfDce that the '1' 

truce terms mUld be accepted. I also made arrsngements with nw own 

Govenment whereby I could obtain the services, for, the periqd, of the 

truca, of fire Suedish colonebs who muld act as ngt personal 

representatives in connection ltith the truce supervision. on the mm- '+ 

of 11 June, when the truce went into effect, only the five Swedish colour& 

md seven Cbservers had arrived. Fortunately, a number of members of the 

litlited Yations Secretariat were available izx Cairo, aud these and the seven 

Observers were imediately assigned to Observers posts, wi%h the 
~mtanding that the Secretariat members would be relieved of such 

duties as soon as the other military Observers appeared on the sceneB 

/as they 



a~ they did durinc ths folloxLn6 two dayo, 

lb, 730 mactiew for the supervision of the truce had to be iapravieed 

cyickly , Problems of transport and comntunication were sevBre, psrtic~lcu=~.y 

sbx~ no atram wore bmediately et my dioposal for copin& tith them. The 

gorsontm~, planes, naval vessels, coaun~lcations and transport eguipmnt 

made mailable to ‘XI by the three states metiers of the !tnm Co&ssion, 

ad the equipment borrotfed from the British, were ~diq~8nd718 tu the 

BqWVi8iOn Of ti8 frUCBr The pattern of supervision was simple, bti 

the aret% covered, comgrieing Palestine and the seven Arab states, was 

very great. ‘phe basic prinCipl8 was to maintain maxkum mobility, with a 

view to ensuring that coasts, porto, airfields, frontiers, stratggic 

rozd pointe and the front line0 were adequately observed by ground, akr 

and sea reconnaissance. The institution of food and supply convoys under 

United Nations rather than Red Cross escort sxad control to Jerusalem and 

to the Jewish se’hlements in the Neeev, glkX8d an additional burden ~321 

tho system of truce suprvision. 

15, As a result of a conference between the Mdlator and th8 !lWce 

Commission in Jerusalem on 12 J1m8, the Truce Commiosion, assisted by 

United Matiors Cbsorvers and United Nations Secretariat persoml81, 

assumed direct rosponsibi.litiJ for the sqertision of the k'~c8 in #8 

Jerusalem orwar !:hen it developed that for reozons of internal policy 

the Inter!la’,ional. Zed Cross Committee cou!.d not assume responsibility for 

supervising the relief convoys to Jerusalem, the ‘&uce Coxanissi~n al.60 

discharged that f-m&ion, It had been anticipated that the 

Jerusalem area might give the truce its most severe test. It is a 

tribute to the Truce Commission, the U&ted Nationa clbsem8rs~ aud 

the Arab and Jet&h commders in that area that tie tsmf3 of the 

truce wore consistently observed and that no incid8nb PC maJOr 

consequence occurred thxoughout the four week period Qf the truce* !L’~cI 

inability to solve the iSSU8 of tJater supply for J8rUsal.m was due tu 

the fact that it was out of the bends of the local Officials and 

officers and was being dealt with on a high political level* *s a 

restfit of the ne;otiations bet*reen the two pmties carried on bY 4218 

puce Cot~,&ssior and the Unitsd Mations Observers in the Jew&em 

area, formal agreegents were reached concerti% the no-man’s land betlmen 

the fichting lines, the a_u~tas of supplies which could be brotit into 

Jerusnalem by ccnvoyt, and the neutralisation of !buZlt SCOWS and the 

Victoria Augustus Hospital, 

/16* on the whole, 
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16, On the whole, the truce worked well and no fighting of major 
progprtione occurred in Palestine during the four-week period. There 
were a great many local incidents, of course, and most of these, 

involving nervousness by local commanders in the field or deliberate 
attempts by them to Improve their posltione~under cover of the truce, 

were o,uickly.checked and often rectified by the prompt intervention 
of the United IIations Observera, In vtew of the delicate nature of 
the tmrk of the Observers, involving continuous passing through tie 

fi&ting lines, there was constant danger. .The one fatality was the 

unfortunate death of the French C amum&nt de Labarriere who geve 

his life in the line.of duty just two days before the expiration of 

the truce. One of the most difficult and widespread problems, which 
was iieelt wfth on a local level with only fair succes8, wa8 that of 

tivestlng of crops both in the no-nuds.land and within the respective 

fighting lines. The more serious difffculties, which involved the 

baing of arm and men from the Altalena, the r?egba disturbance in 

connection with the'food convoys to the mm settlements, and the 
i.n&ility to bring water to Jerusalem, have been previously reported 
to the SecurLty counoll (dOCWU8ntB s/854, e/856, 856/Aaa.l, 856/Aaa,2, 

s/%1, s/86x/rda.i, s/862, s/869). 

17. I am convinced that no substantialmtlltary advantage was gained 

by either Bide as a result of the operation of the truce supervision. 
It is not dennled that relatively minor advantage may have been gain& 

by one side or the other in particular localities through the Inability 
of the Observers to cover the fronts completely at all times, and the 
tendency Of some local ComEaders on both Bid436 t0 take unfair 
advE3hgB Of this fEiCt. A great many complaints about local situations 
were received from each eide. From a purely military standpoint, there 
my heve been 812 advantage for the Jms which would be inherent In 
2ny truce invalvIng them. Their position is eesentla3ly a defensive 

one, xzd tfme runs In theLr favour in the sense that it increeses the 
possibilities for consolidatLng their defensive positions and fmpraving 

their tiilltaxy orgaafzation. At the same tfme, the truce stopped the 
momentumof the Arab attack. Moreover, in view of the fact thet the 
Jewish ?olbtical structure is quite new, time afforils the Jewish 

Government opportunity to strengthen their po&tttoal organization and 
also fortifies their political position psyschologically. The Arabs, 
of co&se, are acutel.f'awnre of theee poss~bllitle~, slrd this,., 

/no doubt, 
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no dmbt, accounted in p&t at least, for their negative attitude ,, 

towzrd a prolongation af the truoe..,.. ::.. 

13. The four tieeks .truca spare& Palesttlmfrom much bloo@hed, lose 

of life, and -destruction. Moreover, it provided a lfmited opportunity 

for the mediation effort toward theultimate settlement to be carried 
on in aqatmospbere of peace rather than.actlve warfare. It had not 
been anticipated that.agreement of the confl?cting partiee to a 

permanent settlement oft&e Palestine question could be achieved in 
those four we8ks.. However, they aId give the meaiatfon effort an 

opportunity to get und9my. It was clear to me that the resumption 

of hostilities on 9 July at the end of the truce would certainly 

diminish; for the time-belw at least, the chances for successful 
mediation. Consequently, on the evening of 3 3uly in Cairo I formally 

submitted to the members of the Sub-Cotmnlttee of the Political 
Committee of the T&ague of Arab States, a@ on the following day to 
the Jewiah Government in Tel Aviv, an urgent appeal for the prolongation 

of the truce (dowmen% s/Sg) . On 7 July the Jewish Government gave 

notice of its nillingness to prolong the trace under substantially the 
821118 conaitions a8 those governing the truce then in existence 

(document s/872). At midnight on 7 July my representative In Cairo 

wz.s~inform& vsrbal1y by the Secretary-General of t;he.Arab League that 
the Fxdbs were not prepared to accept a prolongation of the truce under 

its present conditions. The following afternoon the formal note 

reitterating the Arab rejection of the appeal for prolongation and . 
setting forth the detailed reasons for a0bg 60 wet3 delivereb 

(aocumerh s/876). 

19. The Ar%b rejection of the appeal for prolongation of the truce 
ES a source of great disappointment. In the meantime, the Security 

Council on 7 July bad Also addressed "an.urgent appeal to the interested 
.parties to accept in principle the prolongation of thetruoe for such. 

period ss mar be decided upon in~consultation with the 4leatator” 

(~OCUW& s/875). On Friday, 9 July, shortly after the truce had 

e-z&red, I dectd&a to make one further attempt to prevent the 
resumption of hoetilftt&. I addreseed to edch Government concerned, 

with 'the utmost urgency, an appeal to accept an uncondittonal, 
.ceaai-fire in Palestine for a pertad. of +m:cUys extending from 

I.2 noon, G,M.T., ori Saturdajyf 10 July (document s/878). At the time 

I left Rhodes on Saturday, I.0 July, I had eecstved no reply from 

either side. 

/TBEEzEDIATIQm 
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T!iIE MEDIATION EFFORT 

20. The necessity, arising from the Security Council resolution of 29 May, 

fox negotiating with the parties on the conditions and effective dets of 
the truce, precluded, until 11 June, any possibility of discussing,with the 

parties questions relating to a permanent settlement. The attainment' of the 

truce on that date meant that mediatian on the settlement could begin In a 

calmer atmosphere. On the other hard, it also meant that throughout the 

period of the truce much of my attention,had to be directed to matters 

relating to its supervision ana to protests over incidents. This was by no 

means helpful to the mediation effort. 

21. In the preliminary discussions with the parties on the question of the 

settlement which I undertook prz.!?tly C-ft?r %e txce F..3zan, it early became 

apparent that it was not passi?~'lc a?; .t;:-.i$ +:~n i.; 3~.37,f ~Y33rn together 
" 

aroud a common table. m:e Jewi. 0de.n~ v~Y.?.-i::;~ r:-:< -52 rltr;?.~s were not. In 

the talks with both sides, in -3~ CS'JT~:~ CC xLicL X?q- SL-:; forth their claims, 

positions, and objectives in g~%t: dd;-.LI, tte b?sl? if*xes which emerged 

relate& to partition, the esta'Dli~l~~=x~ 2: a .Te;-i&'l ztr,.l:e, Jewish 

immigration into Palestine, a-v:* ,: -.<! s+/;.Js r;+J L :;,y,--1.. ,<a:- f&* ~ .* In my negotiations 

on the truce, the two par!:ies h?.5 ?-d.~ f::, nLc%- -&t:: :Z:?y expected to L 

receive from me during the re?cL ai' c.Le 6x:e r;l; ":i.k2:;;i3n of my ideas as 

to a possible basis for settI.ex:n%~ 55:.1? :i!:'! ;~cL.~.:~‘~Tc~ to be the raison 

d'etre for the truce. I there::xe d?*:i'!F:U. dI-:.l-:-:;?: -::1;3 5me at my aisp0Gl 

was very short,.to advance cer%fn t;.~~:-;i..><-~t? ..r;; 5:: :.Z:j :Q emerged during th? 

discussions, with a view to eXp:‘.CrLli-; 4.c %-:::1 I.-.Li.":: t6r fiding some 

~011910~ grouna for further discuusiox p&c' '.' ;c cc: 2 , , -+ ?..I. ;Z were purely 

tentative and exploratory, and which wera T,:,;.,;.: i:ui;c ‘%E :::;ggsstions rather than 
fmmsl proposalsj were presented to the p~-';;~+r; E&Z cover of my letter of 

27 June (document s/863). Arab and Zeuish C.XGL '-LEE% were made available 

to me at Rhodes for technical information concerning the positiona of their 

respective sides. These consultants, however, did not work on the political 

level ad did not participate'in the formulation of the Suggestions. 

22. The resolution of the General Assembly of 14 Way empowered the Mediator 

to use his good offices to "promote a peaceful adjustment of the future 

situation of Palestine". The.indispensable condition for the attainment of 

this objective would be to find some common framework of reference within 

which the parties would be willing to accept fdthcr mediation. In accepted 
intenational usage the employment of "good offices" involves offering 

friendly suggestions to facilitate adjustment of a controversy be'tween 

/conflicting 
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conflicting parties. Mediation is a consequence of the teudex of good 

offices, and the primary task of the Mediator is to initiate proposals 

calculated to haxmonlze conflicting interests and claims. In the very 

nature of'the case, therefore, the Mediator must strive to encourage 

compromise rather than strict adherence to legal prlnclplee. As indicated 

in Article 4 of Part II of the Hague Convention on the Pacific Settlement 

of Ir,ternational Dis:utes, "the part of the mediator consists In reconciling 

the opposing claims and ~ppeaein~~ the feelings of resentment which may have 

arzzen... " It is equally true that the Mediator can achieve success only 

by achieving voluntary agreement between the parties. His decisions have 

no binding effect ana his suggestions or proposals may be rejected at will 

by the parties. It was on this basis that my Suggestions of 27 June were 
put forth. In the Introductory Statement to those Suggestions (document 

S/563) I pointed out that: 
.2,5siba 

"I interpret my role as Mediator not as one involving the- 
hazaing down of decisions on the future situation in Palestine, 

but as one of offering suggestions on the basis of which 

further discussions might take place and possibly countex- 

suggestions be put forth looking toward a peaceful 

settlement of this difficult problem. My suggestions at this 

stage, then, must clearly be of such nature as to provide a 

reasonable framework of reference within which the two parties 

may find it possible to continue their consultations with me 

to?lard the end of a peaceful adjustment". 

23. The Suggestions which I offered on 27 June as a possible focus of 

discussion, had been formUated on the basis of the equities involved in 
. . . ,._ the Palestine dispute; the aspirations, fears and motivations of the 

conflicting parties; and the realities of the existing situation in 

Palestine . I could not call upon either party to surxender completely its 

position, not only because this would be a betrayal of my role.as Mediator, 

but also because there was no sound Sasis for.doing so in the light of all 

the circumstances. It was fully realized, of course, that there could be 

no possibility of a peaceful adjustment of the dispute unless there was 

at least a moderate willingness on the part of both parties to explore-all .: 
avenues for a peaceful adjustment, and unless both of them were 

prepare6 at some stage to forego armed force as a means of attaining their 

0.0 jectives , 

/24. AS Mediator 



24. -1s Nediator, I had to seek possible solutions which would be 

volnntcl-ily accepted bg both parties4 I eought, therefore, 

xzxn.n,cements whLch might reveal some common denominator in the 

relations between Arabs ana Jews in Palestine. In my talks with them, 

‘30th pzrtles freely admitted the utter necessity for peaceful 

relat ’ Lens between Arab.bs and Jews in Palestine, ana both admitted the 

im~ort2nce of economic unity in the country. 

25. Flith the above objectives in mina, I advanced suggestions which 

in their main outline provided for a two member Union, one Arab and 

one Jedsh, the Axeb member including Trsnsjorclan should that country 

be fevoursblg inclined tol.w:d the arrsngement. !&we was no 

implication whatsoever that by sntering fnto such an arrangement the 

present Hcshemite Kingdom of !lL#nejordsn would be required to give up 

any of its present attributes of sovereignty, end this was carefully 

explained to the Artzb representatives in Cairo. The reference to 

Wmxijoraan In this context was a purely optional one and it wa6 made 

very specific that this suggestion was “subject to the wil3.ingness 

of the directly interested parties to conaiaer such an errsngement”. 

The motive for the allusion to Trent3 jordan in this regerd was found 

in the fact that Tr~joraan is adjacent to Palestine over a long 

froxtier, has common economic interests with Palestine, and WEB, in 

fact, included in the origlnal &date for Palestine; that the Arab 

peoples of the two countries are homogeneous; that the two countdes 

share a common currency; and that in general, the two countries have 

in the past, as now, been closely associated. It was quite frankly 

thou&t, also, th& by thus increasing the population of the Arab 

t%xGer of the Union there mould be less basis for the oft-repeated 

2~~2 fear of Jewish encroachment. 

25. As regards that part of the suggestions reletting to LmmigratLon, 

it was regarded as only reasonable to consider the question of 

tmmi~zt-lun into Palestine dthin the context of the total Palestine 

problem. The quest&m of Jewish immigration into Palestine is 

lnsVii%bly related to the absorptive capacity of the country. Moreover, 

the isnue of immigration is unique in Palestine in thrt it is one of 

the two maLn issues which have given rise to the present dispute and 

whtc2 has m&e Talestine the object of internation& concern. It could 

not be ignored that unrestricted immigration into the Jewish area of 

Pclestine might, over a period of gears, give rise to a population pressure 

and to economic and political disturbances vhlch rrould justify present 

/Arab v 



i’rcb fears of ultimate Jewish expansion in the Rear East. It can 

scarcely be ignored that Jewish immigration into the Jewish area of 

Pclestine concerns not only the Jewish people and territory but also 

the ne igheour ing Arab world. In the light of these considerations, the 

intention of the suggestion on immigration WOO that the Jewish people 

would voluntarily accept an element of international regulation of 

immigration in the vital interest of peace with their Arab neighbours. 

27. Certain territorial arrangements which might merit conslderatfon 

by the two partiea were annexed to the Suggestions, These would 

involve some important modifications of the boundaries defined in the 

partition plan of the 23 November 1947 resolution of the General 

23seutbly. The partition plan boundaries were based on the assumption 

+&at a very close co-operation between the two proposed states would 

render such unusual boundaries vorkahle. Only one of the two proposed 

nev States emerged, and the co-operation hoped for VU clearly not 

forthcoming. The territorial arrangements envisaged in the Suggestions 

vere designed to create territorial conditions, when peace is restored 

in Palestine, which would help to consolidate that peace, rather than 

to maintain it on a preccsioua basis. Toward this end,. the territorial 

arrangements suggested would diminish the number of points of potential 

friction, and in so doing would give to both !,r.zbs ana Jewe a greater 

sense of security within their respective borders. 

28. The territorial Wrangementa suggested included the City of Jerusalem 

in Lra3 territory, with municipal autonomy for the Jetriah community and 

special arrangements for the protectfon of the Holy Places. The explanation 

for this suggestion is to be found in the fact thzt in any territorial 

‘: I:- arranCement in Palestine involving Arab and Jewish areas, Jerusalem sto.nds 

in the heart of Arab. territory, Any attempt to isolate this city politically 

and otherwise from.the surrounding Arab territory presents enormous .: :..: .: 
aiff iculties. On the other hana, the special featureq.of Jerusalem, 
including its preponderantly Jewish population and its religious 

associations, admittedly require special consideration, Inclusion of 

Jerusalem in Arab territory need not imply. in any sense nrab domination 
of the Jewish or other non-*..rab peoples and interests of that City, 

International safeguards ccdd be applied for this purpose. Moreover, 
Vhile Jerusalem is of very Great concern, for historical and religious 

reasons, to %he Jewish cavmunity of Palestine, that City was not included 

in the Jewish state foreseen in the partition plan of the 29 Xovember 

resolution of the Genera!, ,Issembl.y. The question of t.he status of 

Jerusalem is a separate question from that of the establishment and 

boumlctries of a Jewish State, 
129. The respective 
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29. The respective parttes were not called upon to accept or reject the 

Suggestions in the form in which they were offered. They were invited 

merely to indicate whether further discussions might be profitably 

carried on within the general framework outlined, and if not, to indicate 

in which genera‘1 direction such discussions might usefully proceed. Both 

parties rejected the framework suggested as a basis for discussion. The 

Jews objected to the deviations from the 29 November resolution, and 

particularly.to the suggestions concerning the regulation of immigration 

and the status of Jerusalem. They offered no counter-suggestions, but 

urged a reconsideration of my "whole approach to the problem". The 

Arabs offered counter-suggestions which incorporated, in outline, the 

basic tenets of the Arab position. These counter-suggestions, providing 

for a unitary state in the whole of Palestine, offered little or no 

compromise. With regerd to these counter-suggestions I submitted to the 

Arab representatives the following commentary: 

"It may be contended with considerable cogency 

that the creation of a unitary end sovereign state 

in Palestine with the processes of government based 

on proportional representation, is fully consistent 

with democratic principles and procedures. But this 

does overlook certain vital facts which are peculiar 

to Palestine. The Jews of Palestine have been all 

along and are now in fact a completely separate 

cultural and political community. Under the Mandate 

they were permitted to maintain their separate and 

virtually autonomous cultural and political 

institutions. Moreover, this Jewish community, from 

whatever motives and for whatever reasons, is imbued 

with an intens-ly nationalist spirit, a nationalism 

which rivals in intensity the nationalism of Palestinian 

Arabs. 

"A unitary state of Palestine with a substantial 

minority population of this kind coiald only be a 

troubled state unless the minority population and its 

nationelist aspirations were thoroughly crushed by 

forceful measures. It is futile to assume that the 
Jewish community could undergo a rapid change of 

heart, 

/"YOU will 
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“you wiwill understand, of course, that I have come to this 

problem as a Mediator. I have come tb try to mediate a dispute 

between two parties locked in violent conflict, And what do I 
find? I find in Palestine a s~bstedial 6rea which is fuw 

under Jewish control, p&claimed as the territory of a Jewish ‘. 
state, end with.a Provislonel Gbvernment which has been recognized 

br a number of sti;ctes+ Whatver may be the merits of its existence 

orthe conclusions as to how this Jewish political entity came to 
be, the fact remains that it is'there. 

"Now, in your counter-suggestidns it is proposed to elininate 

this separate Jewish political entity by creating a unitsry state 
in the whole of Palestine. :&t there is no suggestion as to.hm 
this is to be done. May I inq&e whether there are any views-as 

to how this might be done by paceful means. As Mediator I am 
directed by the resolution of'the! Generel Assembly 'to promote . 

a paceful adjustment of the ftatl-se situation in Palestine'. 

I an fully convincea that theire ie nb posdbility whatsoever of 
persuading ar ilzducing the dews to give up their present separate 
culturs& and politicd. existence and accept merging in a unitary 
&destine in which they would be a permenent minority. !!'he 

alternative methoCi of achieving tho Arab object&e would be 
to tipe out the Jewish stata and its prov~sionsl government by 

force. This course, as Mediator, I obviously cannot recoxcmend." 
30. Despite the unWillin@ess of the two perties to carry on discussion6 

within the fremework suggested, and in this regard the Arab refusal was 
more categorical then the Jewish, both have u~g:'t that the mediation 
effort continue. I have informed both perties ~heb I am entirely at 
their disposal and will ooatinue to exert every effort toward finding 
a besis for progress towed geuceful settlement, 

31. During the last wee!: of the truce, ~oposds were also presented to 
the two perties calling for (a) the demilitariza~ion of Jerusalem; (b) 

should the truce not be prolonged, an immediate cease-fire in Jerusalem 
Fending a fins3 decision on the question of demilitarization; (c) the 
demflitarization of the oil refineries, terminals and port 6rea of 

kifaj ad (a) in the event of refusal by one or both parties to ~along 
the truce, a three day extension of the truce for the pU.rpOSe of permitting 
the United Nations Observers Rnd their equipnmt tb be evacuated safely, 

The Jewish Government was prepared to discus6 the proposal for the 

/aetilitarization 
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demilitarisation of Jerusalem under certain ,assumptions; would accept 

an immediate cease-fire in Jerusalem if the truce should not be 
palonged: and also accepted the proposal regarding the three-day 

extension. The Jewish Government did not find acceptable the prop06al 

for the demilitarisation of the Haifa oil refineries, terminals end 

port area. The Arab states,'through the Secretary-General of the Arab 

League., found unacceptable the proposal for the demilitarisation of 

Jerusalem as a whole, and therefore also the'proposal for an.inrmediate 

cease-fire in the dity fir the Purpose of deciding upon de,mili.tsxization 

should the.truce not be prolonged. 
- 

.., . The Arabs, however, were ready to , 
instit?te & &mediate cease-fire in the Old City. The Arabs were also 

willing to consider the comPlete demilitarization of the entire city 
of Haifa, with Arab participation in the supem*ision of the city. 

cGs?cmsIoN 
32. %'here are certain stark facts in the Palestine situation which are 

both fundamental and inescapable. The Arabs ere bitterly opposed to the 

par+,ition of.Palestine, the establishment of a Jewish State, and Jewish 
immigration. t?hile willing to permit many of the Jews now In Palestine 

i& rem& there as a mLnority group in an Arab-dominated unitary state, 
they regard'the Jews of Palestine as interlopers and a menace to the : 
Arab world. 'Phe Arab States have demonstrated their willingness- to. 
employ arnied'force to the limit of their capacities against what they 

regard as-the injustice inherent in a Jewish invasion supported by the 
outsi-ae w&la. The Arab States regard it as their solemn obligation 
tb ta& up the cudgels on behalf of the Arabs of Palestine. 

33. Ch the other hand, the Jews of Palestine are equally as determined 
to have partition in,Pelestine, to defe,nd and preserve the state they 
have establLshea, and to keep open the gates for Jewish immigration into 
that &ate. They too have amp& demonstrated their willingness and 
ability t'o fight tknaciow&$ to defend their state ag6inst &tack. 

34. The de facto situation in Palestine today is that a Jewish . 
Pro'visional Government, recognized by an increasing number of states, 
eXiSt6 in an 6rea of Palestine, and is exercising, without restrictions 
of any kind on its authority or power, all the attribute6 of fdl 

sovereignty, including the waging' of war. This' provisional government , 
snd the state it represents, TTere established under the cloak of 

authority given by the 23 November resolution of'the General Assembly. 
Since that resolution, much has hdppened in Palestine, and it is net easy 
to undo what history ha6 recorded; It is this de facto situation which 
the Arab states are fi&ting to eliminate, but the plain fact remains 
that it is there, It is a smaY state, precariously perched on a ; 
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coastal shelf with its back to the bea and defiantly facing on three 

sides a hostile Arab world. IL8 future may be assessed as uncertain, 

and if it survives this war its Security wil3 be likely to presem e 

serious problem for a goad time to come. Its peoples, other than the 
Arabs in its midst whose large numbers have been at least temporarily 

reduced by more than he3.f by their flight from Jewish occupied areas, 

are intensely nationalistic and appexently fearless in the face of the 
Arab threat. 

35. A first essential in Palestine today is an immediate cessation of 
hostilities, But that is only a first step. For the question must 
be ansuerea, at same stage, whether the international community is 

willing to tolerate resort to armed force as the means for settlement of 

the Palestine issue. Willingness to a0 this 00-a well involve many 

risks for the peace of the entire Near East, if not for the larger world.' 

In this regard a distinction may properly be drawn between forbidding 
the use of force in Palestine and making it unpofitable to use force, 

on the one hand, and enforcing a political. settlement,' on the other. 

Ending the use of force in Palestine will in fact, make possible en 
eventuel peaceful settlement. 
36. For many and compelling reasons the international community has a 
vested interest in a ~acef'd. settlement of the Palestine problem. 
Viewea reelisticallg, the situation is as follows. If armed force is 

forbidden in the settlement of the problem ana it is made prohibitively 
unprofitable for the Arab states to employ it, there will be in Palestine 
a Jewish comnn&ty with a separate cultural ana political existence, a 
Jewish state, whose strength and prosperity ed capacity for economic 

and social development, by the admission of its own leaders, must largely 
depend on its ability to cultivate friendly relations with its Areb 
neighbours. If the employment of armed force is not forbidden, the issue 
of the Jewish state in Palestine will be settled on the field of battle. 

The decision which may be taken with regard to the resort to armed force 
in Palestine till determine the immediate prospects for further 
effective me&iation over the settlement. In this vital regard the 
decisions of the Securify Council on the matter will be controlling. 


